74) Patriots in Military Intelligence knew about the
deep state's plan to sabotage Trump.
They created a counter plan.
Here's my guess on what that plan looks like.
______________
75) Military intelligence anticipates & confirms
through signals intelligence, the surveillance of
Donald Trump by foreign & domestic agencies.
FBI launches a counterintelligence investigation
which predictably leads to the appointment of a
Special Counsel.
________________
76) Military Intel advises Trump:
Play along with their game.
Let them think they're running the show.
Let them run their operation and don't interfere.
We'll observe it all and gather the evidence.
When the time is right, we'll hold military tribunals to
deal with them.
________________
77) Rosenstein is appointed Deputy AG and
predictably, fires Comey and appoints Mueller as
Special Counsel.
Since Sessions is recused and held in check, the
deep state believes they have all their people in
place to takedown Trump.
________________

78) Mueller indicts the well-known lobbyist and
money launderer Paul Manafort. The cabal thinks
everything is going according to plan.
__________________
79) But along the way, the text messages of Lisa
Page and Peter Strzok are mysteriously made
public, their corruption is exposed, they're removed
from Mueller's team and forced to cooperate with
Inspector General Horowitz's investigation.
They're out of commission.
_________________
80) General Flynn pleads guilty to lying to the FBI
and the deep state feels a little better.
__________________
81) Then acting FBI Director McCabe is fired and
referred for criminal prosecution.
Chief Counsel James Baker is nailed and he's gone.
Then FBI Chief of staff Rybicki is taken out.
Over the next few months, the 7th floor is cleaned
out.
And no one asks why.
_________________
82) Trump keeps the deep state's hopes up by
blasting Jeff Sessions a few times a month for
refusing to help him out.
Witch hunt!
__________________

83) Rather than do what his enemies expect, and
appoint a second special counsel to investigate the
swamp, Sessions secretly tasks a US Attorney in
deep red state territory to begin prosecution.
__________________
84) Although Mueller's investigation leaks like a
sieve, nothing is ever leaked from Huber's
investigation.
That fact causes everyone to think nothing is
happening.
And that's exactly how Military Intelligence wants it.
__________________
85) DOJ, FBI, C_IA, and State Department undergo
wholesale cleaning.
Leakers are found and removed from the White
House. Trump and McConnell appoint new circuit
court judges at a record pace.
Few seem to notice.
____________________
86) To corrupt politicians and deep state actors, it
becomes more apparent every day that things are
not going according to plan. Trump should have
been gone by now. There are 2 months left before
the midterms and he's still in office.
What happened to #MuellerTime?
_________________
87) Congress is moving fast to declassify and make

public documents that expose the deep state's plan
to throw an election and impeach a duly elected
President without cause.
___________________
88) Sleeper cells planted inside the government are
activated and begin their plan of disrupting the
Trump administration.
__________________
89) Military Intelligence continues observing and
compiling evidence that will be used to prosecute
bad actors.

